
Are you your Newf’s Best Advocate? 
 

Working with your Newfoundland requires that you and your 
dog learn a wide variety of skills as a team.  The bond that 
develops over time with this work is priceless.  All of us have 
to concentrate on the “nuts and bolts” side of skills: can you 
make a tight 90 degree turn?  Can you take/hold and pull the 
boat?  Can you heel?   
 
Sometimes, handlers training for working events may overlook 
the other side of the skill set – how resilient is your dog?  How 

“bomb proof”?  How closely do you work as a team amid a  maneuvering course with a family 
of squirrels running through the grounds?  How well will your Newf ignore a flock of ducks at 
the lake when being sent out for an article?  or Will 
your Newf ignore a random spectator and their dog 
at the test site? 
  
It is the responsibility of every handler to ensure 
that their dog is prepared for the event – not just the 
mechanics of the test, but dealing with distractions, 
impulse control, unexpected situations, etc.  It is 
also the responsibility of every handler to ensure 
that their dog does not risk the safety of other dogs 
or individuals attending or entering in an event.  
 
A great human teammate will also seek out many positive methods of training these important 
items: 
 

• Safely training your dog with positive methods. 
 

• Reading dog body language and understanding dog thresholds. 
 

• Learning how your dog reacts to “upping the distractions.” 
 

• Working with your dog to lower their threshold of behaviors. 
 

• Channeling your dog’s excitement to appropriate interactions. 
 

• Reading body signs your dog is displaying when at rest, when at play, when 
comfortable in his surroundings as well as in uncomfortable or new situations. 

 
• Watching for anything that may trigger your dog (Squirrel?  Strange dog walking 
by?  Big dogs?  Little white dogs?  Balloons?  People in hats?  Whatever you have 
noticed that may cause your dog either concern, extra curiosity, loss of control) and 
develop strategies to keep your dog under control in those situations.   

 



Ideally, more training with others - in group obedience 
classes, in group carting and water training situations 
where you are working with other dogs and around 
others such as at a dog park or walking trail, at different 
lakes with different dogs or even your local Home Depot 
- where unexpected situations may occur - will go far in 
getting your Newf more “trial ready.”   
 
Consistency is key in this aspect of your training.  And 
ensuring that you are rewarding the positive actions of 
your dog and redirecting any negative reactions will 
help you and your dog become the strong, bonded,  

        working pair that you can indeed become! 
 
It can sometimes be difficult to find other Newf owners 
to work with.  And if you are in a more remote area 
there may not be many Newfs or canine good citizen 
classes near you.  However, there are always lots of 
resources at your fingertips via th  e internet to 
consider as tools to add to your training 
toolbox.   There are great online courses at Fenzi Dog 
Training, Connie Cleveland’s Obedience Road, Spirit 
Dog Training and more that teach positive behavioral 
techniques as well as also provide opportunities for 
handlers to provide video to get feedback.  There are 
tons of online resources too! 
 
Temperament is the hallmark of our breed, and there are no better venues for demonstrations 
of that wonderful working and companion ability than at working events.  Teams of dogs and 
handlers who are participating in working events are putting their best paw forward, and dogs 
are supervised appropriately by their human teammates to be great breed representatives. 
 
As we say in therapy work, “You are your animal’s best advocate” meaning that the animal’s 
welfare matters as much as the humans involved.  The principles of YAYABA are great ones to 
master as you prepare your dog for a working event competition. 
 
Continue to learn and work hard at not only the pieces of working events that are outlined in 
the regulations, but also the ambassadorship that a well-behaved Newfoundland can be to the 
spectators and general public who come to our events.  We wish you a future full of wonderful 
experiences with dogs and the people that love them! 
 
Best wishes, 
The NCA Working Dog Committee 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Several suggestions for to prompt your training for distractions and working under threshold:   
 
https://www.akcpetinsurance.com/blog/five-ways-to-be-your-dogs-advocate 
 
https://pethelpful.com/dogs/Dog-Behavior-Understanding-Threshold-Levels-in-
Dogs#:~:text=13%20Ways%20to%20Help%20Your%20Dog%20Stay%20Under,Use%20fake%20stimu
lus%20stooge%20dogs.%20...%20More%20items 
 
https://pethelpful.com/dogs/Dog-Behavior-The-Power-of-Counter-Conditioning 
 
https://be.chewy.com/positively-trained-proper-puppy-socialization-for-greeting-other-dogs/   
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bg_gGguwzg  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5IFvJkaqfo 
 
https://www.aspcapro.org/training/webinar/canine-body-language 
 
https://www.raisingcanine.com/course/canine-body-language/ 
 
https://pethelpful.com/dogs/How-to-Stop-a-Dog-From-Excitedly-Lunging-Towards-Other-Dogs   
 
https://wagwalking.com/training/not-jump-on-other-dogs 
 

 
 


